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1. INTRODUCTION 

On 26 June 2018, Council endorsed a concept plan to upgrade and formally recognise Hazelmere Road 
Reserve as a dog park.   

The design of the concept plan was a result of consultation with the community.  Initial broad community 
engagement was undertaken in August 2017.  Shortlisted sites and preliminary concept options were then 
developed and presented to the community for feedback in February 2018. 

The purpose of this third phase of community engagement was to present the Hazelmere Reserve Dog Park 
Concept Plan to the community and gather any final feedback to inform the detailed design phase, prior to 
construction. 

 

2. CONSULTATION PROGRAM 

The consultation period was 2 weeks with the online survey open from 6 July to 22 July 2018. 

An onsite Information Session was held at Hazelmere Reserve on Saturday 14 July from 9am – 10.30am. 

The consultation was promoted in the following ways: 

 The survey was available online at www.makingmarion.com.au/new-dog-park  

 The survey was posted on the City of Marion facebook page (09/07/18) 

 A survey link was emailed to the City of Marion Dog Park Newsletter distribution list (9/07/18) 

 Advertisement in the What’s Happening Column (11/07/18) 

 Postcards with information about the survey were letter box dropped to residents immediately 
surrounding the reserve (06/07/18) 

 Signs were placed on site at Hazelmere Reserve with information about the online survey 
(06/07/18) 

 

3. CONSULTATION RESPONSE 

 9 people provided comments through the online survey. 

 11 people provided written comments at the on site engagement. 

 41 people provided comments on post it notes or verbally to staff at the on site consultation.   

 83 people provided comments on Council facebook posts. 

  

http://www.makingmarion.com.au/new-dog-park
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4. CONSULTATION FINDINGS 

The top 4 requests were for 
 

 A larger ‘all dog’ area   

 Install lighting    

 Additional drink fountain  

 Additional shelter   
 
The key findings are summarised in the table below.   
 

SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES/REQUESTS RAISED 
 

Small dog / all dog 
areas 

larger all dog area  
larger small dog area  
what will be the rules for small dog area /breeds/ size  

Lighting need lighting /solar lighting  

Drink fountain need second drink fountain in all dog area /bigger dog bowl  

Maintenance fix the drainage issues  (NB: drainage soakage pits have since been installed) 
toilets aren’t kept clean 

Shelter need second shelter in all dog area /more rain protection  

Dog behaviour 
 

poor dog behaviour (in the early hours, after 5, picking up after dogs)  
need dog trainers, better signs / dog body language sign 

Dog bag dispensers need extra dog bag dispensers  
refill dog bags more often  

Other items 
requested 

tunnel  
respite area  
area for ball throwers  
keep the entrance on Oaklands Road 
more bins 
install cameras for safety  
upgrade playground 

Landscaping add mounding in garden bed and grass 

Other comments coffee van, sausage sizzle, dog groomer as a regular service 

Comments about 
other reserves 
 

dog park in Hallett Cove 
dog park at Cadell Street Reserve 
small dog area at Reserve Street Reserve 
upgrade George Street Reserve 
dog area at Tigress Drive Park 

 
 

5. ONLINE SURVEY 

9 people completed the online survey for Hazelmere Reserve Dog Park Upgrade.  A list of all comments 
received is provided below.  

Would be great to consider incorporating some dog body language signage (similar to Charles Sturt) & also to 
consider the seating - with the current set up, some dog owners just sit & have no clue what’s going on while their 
dog runs havoc!  

I have been using the Hazelmere Dog Park for many years with my 2 Miniature Schnauzers. It would be nice to have 
an upgrade of the park. My dogs always look forward going to this park. Do you know how long would it take to 
complete the project? The drainage in some of the grass/lawn areas isn't so good. In Winter-time,the grassed areas 
are too boggy to walk around.  

We need a dog park in the Hallett Cove area!  
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Whilst I totally understand the need for a space set aside for smaller dogs, this design completely destroys the very 
essence of what this very unique space is all about. You need to MAXIMISE the space as much as possible. The silly 
path design takes away from the need for the big dog space to be as open as possible. Remember, with smaller 
back yards, there is highly likely to be an increase in the usage of the space. Many dogs in a smaller area actually 
stresses dogs. Bigger and energetic dogs need as much space as possible to run, chase balls, sniff, play. The path 
design makes the space smaller! There is too much vegetation. What so many people love is that as it is, this space 
is the biggest space for dogs to run and play. Most people that come to the space just stand there and watch there 
dog play with other dogs. Dogs need to be exercised by walking round the oval so they can sniff different areas. In 
the wild dogs are park animals that roam. Minimising space, designing it like you have, because it is "practical" and 
looks good, goes against what the actual needs of this animals are. We are humanising these areas! Look at some 
of the dog parks in England, they have fully fenced paddocks so you can take your dog for a decent walk! Trust me, 
think about what dogs really need and stop over designing dog park! Keep it simple!  

An area set aside for small dogs is  great idea.  I have a small dog and he has repeatedly been harassed by large 
dogs wanting to play with him.  This may seem okay to some dog owners but when a dog weighing 25 to 40 kilos 
jumps on a dog who weighs 11 kilos, there is a real chance the smaller dog could get hurt. Trott Park is another 
place where this should be implemented. 

don't ruin this park by reducing the grassed area. 
creating a "small dog" area won't stop irresponsible owners. 
I walk there from the east on oaklands road, please don't remove those gates. 
A lot of these problems could be solved with better signage about the owners responsibilities and expected 
behaviour. 
I've looked through the feedback you've received and most people don't want this. This looks like a waste of 
money for the sake of imaginary progress. 
Summary: better signs, more poo bags, couple more fountains, no fence in the middle, don't reduce the grassed 
area. 

The park division is unfair to small dogs and their owners who are just as active as those in the larger area, the dogs 
may have shorter legs but they also chase balls. 
Its as if the concept plan is based on current usage only which yes is predominately larger dogs but forgetting the 
large number of owners who are to scared to use the park as is, but would like the opportunity to enjoy socialising 
and exercising with others safely. 
Also taking account of the changes in  
a) housing where one house gets knocked down and two or more Town Houses replace it, if the new residents get 
a dog it is more likely to be a smaller breed. 
b) the aging population has tendency for smaller dogs rather than larger breeds. 
As the saying goes "If You Build It They Will Come" but only if there is room. 
Also the trees are good but don't get carried away with neat lawns and gardens its a dog park it shouldn't be pretty, 
but functional for dogs. This plan is wasting a lot of space on what looks like mulched areas around the trees rather 
than space for the dogs to play. 
Your upgrading a dog park not building gardens. 
thankyou 

Need to have lighting, small dog area should be smaller and be not for just small dogs but a quiet dog area. More 
shelters and seating.  

I can understand the desire to create a small dog park, however, it feels as though you have taken too much of the 
park for the small dog area - considering how busy the park gets (particularly on weekends) and that the crowd is 
mainly made up of larger breed dogs. This park is one of the larger spaces available to allow the larger dogs to have 
a good run.   

 

6. ON SITE CONSULTATION 

11 written comments were provided at the on site engagement and are provided below. 
 
Please keep an access gate on Oaklands Rd.  Maybe the existing eastern gate could have a “DOG LOCK” put in to 
prevent dogs getting out unnecessarily. 

Having control of dogs is the most important issue of all.  Many on one side of park and their dog on the other.  A 
minority of owners making it bad for others. 
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As we need plenty of running space for larger dogs and we only have a limited no. of very small dogs I feel ¼ of 
space allotted for small dogs is more than sufficient. 

I love this park as is, as it’s a large grassed open run where my dogs exercise properly.  At the others they just tend 
to stand around and wee/poo.  The smaller the areas the more fights will break out.  Need to double up on bag 
dispensers and refill Friday prior to weekend as it runs out and then theres shit everywhere.  Example is at todays 
session, NO BAGS!! 
Councils / govt love to spend money on infrastructure, for acclaim, but not maintenance.  This park needs more 
money filling dog holes, mowing, weeding etc. 

Always problem owners 
- Tackle the issues 
- Large size creates a natural barrier 
- May encourage all dog to be free for all 
- Bad dogs 

Natural barriers allow for soft regulation 
Small dog area too big 

Please provide a lit area for visibility and safety in easily seen part of the park. Need bigger all dog area. 

Small dog area too big by far.  Want the small dog area to be 2/3 the suggested size.  Small dog area will be good for 
children and elderly.  Rubber pathways would be better than concrete. 

Not happy about the small dog area. 

More bins for dogg do.  Smaller small dog area. Say 2/3.  Bigger drinking fountains.  Good grass areas.  Another 
drink fountain in large area. 

Lighting. 

 
41 Comments were provided by post it notes or verbally to staff at the on site consultation.  These 
comments are summarised below. 

 
Lighting 
 

- Need Lighting x 7 
- Solar lighting 
- People bring torches, phones for light 
- Solar lighting in middle 

Drink Fountain 
 

- Need second drink fountain x 5 
- A drink fountain similar to the dog park at Glenunga with triple bowl would be 

good. 
- Bigger dog bowl 
- Extra dog bowl 

Small Dog Area 
 

- Small dog park is too big x 3 
- Small dog park is too small x 2 
- Small dogs wont appreciate a big german shepherd even if he is old  
- Small dog area needs more open space, less mulched area, path thru trees, shade 

for morning and afternoon. 

Shelter - Sides on shelter for rain 
- Move shelter in from of road not house 
- Need second shelter in all dog area x 4 
- Shelter with sides to protect from rain on west side 
- New shelter on fence line so it can be used in both areas 

Dog Bag Dispensers - Need extra dog bag dispensers 
- Need Refill station 
- Often empty  
- Extra dog roll on each pole 
- Smart sensor on dog bags 

Landscaping - Less garden bed, prefer trees 
- Reduce the verge areas, too much landscaping 
- Love the trees 
- Why did trees get removed near the entrance? 
- Mounding in garden bed and grass 

Dog Management - Dog control is an issue in the darkness of the early hours. 
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 - Need more inspector presence to monitor picking up after dogs 
- Is there a process for reporting irresponsible dog behaviour? 
- Dog trainers 

Other requests for new 
items 

- Need respite area x 2 
- Tunnel 
- Need another drawcard on southern end to stop people gathering in the top 

corner. 
- Should be an area just for ball throwers  
- Can we keep the entrance on Oaklands Road 

Other Comments - Biggest issues are occurring after 5 
- Coffee Van or sausage sizzle as a regular thing we pay for.  
- Dog groomer 
- Toilets aren’t kept clean 
- Will the park be closed? 

 
 

7. SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social media posts were made on Facebook prior to and during the consultation period.  A copy of the 
facebook posts is provided in Attachment 5. 

 

8. ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment 1: Concept Plan 

Attachment 2: Invitation postcard 

Attachment 3: Sign on site 

Attachment 4: What’s Happening in Marion Column 

Attachment 5: Copy of Facebook Comments 
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Attachment 1: Concept Plan 
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Attachment 2: Invitation postcard 
Front 

 
Back 
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Attachment 3: Sign on site 
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Attachment 4: What’s Happening in Marion 
 

 
11 July 2018 - Whats Happening Column  
 

DOG PARK PLAN 
Dog lovers are invited to view the concept plan for the new-look Hazelmere Reserve, Oaklands Rd, at a 
drop in session, 9am to 10.30am, Saturday, 14 July. 
 
The reserve will be upgraded to officially make it a dog park. 
 
The plan is available online at makingmarion.com.au/new-dog-park 
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Attachment 5: Copy of Facebook Post and Comments 
 
 

Facebook Post with community comments 9 July 2018 

 

Comments Received 

A few more things at the playground would be great. Its not very interesting compared to other playgrounds. Its 
great that it is all enclosed and bbq and toilet but the playground is a bit boring 

I hope the do drinking fountain has a self drinking ability to lessen the likelihood of parvo being contracted and 
spread by shared drinking water. 

Parvo can be contracted by poo being left about and dogs just sniffing it. Two dogs already died at Chandlers Hill. 
Best thing to do is to vaccinate your dog. 

an area fir little doggos soon at the Oaklands rd dog park 👌🏻 

Is that where it is ???? 

Hopefully no more mud puddles near the gates and will the cricket pitch be removed? 

this is my local 🐶 dog park. 

Parvovirus is about in Southern Suburbs, please vaccinate your dogs. 
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Facebook Post with community comments 27 June 2018 

 
 

Comments Received 

What’s going to define what a small dog is? 
What about bigger dogs that only play with little dogs? 
Big breed puppies will they be aloud in the little dog area? 
Just a few things I question 

I too wonder as I have a whippet, which is tall in stature, but fine boned, petite, has delicate skin like a geriatric ... 

but can run like the clappers. 😊 

City of Marion Hi, we plan to provide some guidelines about use of the small dog area, however there won’t be 
strict criteria. 

Lighting would be a definite additional add. This will ensure people’s safety, dogs safety & no excuses for not 

picking up 💩 cos they can’t see ... 

Something needs to be put in place better for those owners who dont pick up poop. Every time we went there 
we would end up with shit on our shoes. Maybe cameras installed for safety also with dog attacks 

I have a giant breed old dog and he prefers the safety and company of smaller dogs so ...... is he confined to only 
the other area ? many unsocial dogs roam the main area with owners who just don’t care , too busy talking/ 
drinking etc ........ some folks have no idea that the dog park does not suit every dog btw. I’ve broken up a fight 
and got bitten ( not my dog ) as one person was too busy screaming and carrying on running around while the 
other dog was being savaged by hers. Sadly the park is a place I would only recommend at certain times when it’s 
very quiet there. 

We can't have more exceptions than rules , we must define a small dog and adhere strictly to that, there are 
facebook pages filled with owners of little dogs mauled to death or scared forever, we can't wait for this to 
happen to 'define a little dog' , how many owners of little dogs don't walk them because they were frightened by 

https://www.facebook.com/CityofMarion/?rc=p
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a big one ?, go to Trott Park Dog park any time and count the number of ''little ones'' playing inside the park , and 
usually the owner of the only little one has another large dog or doesn't know how risky is the cage with the large 
dogs .I go often to walk my little ones , of course, outside the park ...would you like me to take pictures of the 
dogs inside to see the size ? 

.... the car park is used by many folks to then access the park.... too many idiots hoon down Hazelmere road with 
no concern for dog, children, elderly etc. also very limited parking along Hazelmere....people are trying to wrangle 
dogs, kids in busy road let alone those that live right there. Chain mesh fence ? Needs a proper fence, folks like to 
picnic / kids parties etc in that child’s area and it’s too much temptation for many dogs and they often throw food 
around which is a very dangerous thing for many dogs. Was this design even considered with actual dog owners/ 
users apart from what owners may like ? ? Are you addressing the drainage problems that turn the park into a 
quagmire in many parts in winter not just near the water fountain ? You def need another drinking fountain 
somewhere... on a hot day one in each area is not nearly enough. You could add areas for mental enrichment for 
the dogs also.... mounds, tunnels etc. If you are upgrading the park let’s do it right to start with ! Nice idea but 
lots could be improved upon. 

There are two gates from the car park going into each of the areas and one from hazelmere road - see the key 
and the diagram 

I did and couldn’t see any gate but chain mail fence on this hard to read key/ design. The fencing is in red and the 

entry point near car park are barely noticeable :-( 

Great for a park already on good shape but when is George St Marion going to see their park fenced properly, a 
decent closed playground and dog park. A residential road and area that has excessive traffic above 
recommended flow for this size deserve something. It is getting busier with no relief in sight and many blocks 
now 3 dwellings replacing 1. 

Good news, especially having a dedicated area for small dogs. We stopped going to this park as our small dogs 
were chased down & rolled on several occasions by large dogs not under the control of their owners, who were 
too busy standing in cliques having a chat. Our dogs actually refused to go in there anymore, they were too 

scared. We will give it another go but will have to see whether the dogs will go through the gate 🐶   

I totally understand, I have a medium sized dog that was bullied badly by larger dogs and the owners did nothing. 
I personally won’t use dog parks for this reason, and I know a lot of dog owners that won’t because of the same 

thing. So sad that you can’t use a facility because of others lack of care and concern. 🐾 

It’s great to see Council remains committed to providing a safe space for dogs to exercise and socialise. It would 
be even better to see Council erect lighting so that during the non-daylight savings months we can continue to 
access and exercise our dogs safely at the park. I’m sure there are options which meet the needs of both 
residents and dog owners. 

What about Tigress Drive Park... is anything going to happen to that park? A dog area? A better playground that is 
attractive for younger children. Not all made from plastic but also incorporates aspects from nature? More trees? 
Plants? 

Well at least our big dogs won't get blamed for all the crap little dogs start and then big dogs finish. Most small 
dogs that come to this park are lovely and can play nice but then there are the ones who are aggressive and nasty 
but oh no its all the big dogs fault. This is going to make the park smaller. Not a good idea. 

All they need is an automatic tennis ball shooter and this is what doggy dreams are made of! Plus a "horny dog" 

section where the doggos that like to mount other doggos (so, Cooper) can hang out 😂 

I’m sorry but why do they need a specific section for small dogs. That’s bull. 

No idea - pretty sure a dog doesn't care if it's playing with a German Shepherd or a Chihuahua - it just sees 
another furry friend. Maybe its just separating small dog owners from big dog owners lol 

Haha exactly! Doggos are doggos regardless of size 

They should just section it off to include:  
- Husky Gang Zone (lots of sandpits and free dog brushes) 
- work dog zone (with sheep) 
- lab/dogs that aspire to be mermaids zone (basically a giant lake) 
- designer dog/overprotective owner zone (noiseproof fences so nobody else has to hear them whinging about 
how precious their puppies are) 
- rapey dog zone  
- Ball! Ball! Throw the ball! Zone (a ball pit) 
- "had a bad day at work and don't want to converse" zone (feat. headphones and phone chargers) 

It's good though cause the small dogs won't harass bear haha 
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The design needs a lot of work and a lot of input by the people who use this park to exercise their dogs. Great to 
have a small dogs section but remember that what a lot of people loved is the fact that this is currently the 
biggest fully fenced dog exercise area in Adelaide. The two sections means is drastically reduces the size of the 
big dog area. Remember the number of dogs at the site is likely to increase, so the space in the large dog section 
needs to be maximised as much as possible. I think there is an overkill in new vegetation and the path design 
severely reduces the size of the big dog area! Imagine what it will be like during peak times? 

Yes, we dog people visit a lot of parks and see the same errors in design over and over. 
I actually love this park the way it is for the large expanse of grass. I do find the attempts to rectify boggy areas 
quite amusing though. The issue starts when paths and concrete is laid with no thought to drainage and 
surrounding levels. 

Couldn't agree more  Many of Adelaide's dog park are far to small for energetic off leash exercising of dogs. The 
designated big dog space will of course also be a space for those energetic dogs who like to chase balls etc. 
Energetic Dogs actually like bigger more expansive spaces to move as you say. More dogs in a smaller, more 
restrictive space actually leads to stress in dogs, which lead to more dog attacks! In fact, I understand the 
upgrading of this park but I think the money would have been better spent finding a new patch of fully fenced 
space in a nearby area, where people can take their smaller/older and less energetic dogs. 

Completely agree! 

Agree too 

And it is easier to remove yourself from dogs that bother yours in a larger space 😉 

Fantastic news! Will lighting be considered? In winter, by the time most people get home from work, it’s already 
dark, the park would get much more use and visitors would feel much safer at night. 

Well hope it’s ok for all breeds, we have a problem at Aldinga that arctic dogs are being forced out and banned 
from the dog park here. We now use the local hockey field 

Night lights please, we have been asking for lights for years, its not safe at night without some sort of lights. 

Please 🐶 ❤ 

Thank you Marion council. Love the seperate small dog area. I had to stop going because big dogs were scaring 
my son's dog after they bowled him over and he was attacked another time. Had to drop him over the fence into 

the kids play area. 🏻 

Lighting is something big missing from these plans, solar lights are relatively low cost investment and particularly 
in shorter daylight months would be great. Also I think the council should consider the safety aspect that lighting 
brings as I’ve seen many people trip in holes dug during sun setting times.  I would like the are to be one big area. 
There needs to be more shelter area not only from rain but the sun and fix the drainage issues. This is however a 

great move forward for the dog owners community   

Great idea ! How about rotating it 90 degrees so that people with small dogs don't have to walk through the large 
dog area when coming in off of Hazelmere Road. 

Pity you couldn’t make another park dog friendly such as the planned area for Cadell St Reserve in Seaview 
Downs. 

Great, maybe on this project get a decent designer who considers drainage 

they're changing the dog park!! 

Small dog area would be perfect right now for the teeny pupper! 

Billie Boy misses his runs at this park 🏻 

Actually this poor old boy needs small walks these days as old age is catching up with him 😔 

ohhh billy! maybe we can take him for a pal wow at the park soon? 

Yes let’s catch up soon. Either in the holidays and kids can run too or once they are back at school x 

school holidays would be wonderful! 

finally a small dog park area! 

we will have to have another dog date when this is complete 🏻 

Yes definitely! 

Bout time they upgraded the water facilities 

Sorry they’re cutting your Park in half 😢 

Devo! 

Very exciting. Can we get some lights? 

!! Double gated entries 🙌 

Brilliant 🐾 ❤ 
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Enuf said 🐾 

 

 
 

‘small dog area’ 

Does it mean we can’t hang out if we have to take Bentley to the small dog area? Lol 

lol! No the other area is an ‘all dog’ area. It’s a little size-ist! 

yay! 

WALTER 

YAYYYYY 

Yay!!! 

And hopefully no muddy puddles 👌 

Hmmm. Not so great for Bax, he’s into having a ball hit a long distance. Normally we’d get close to the length of 
the grass. That’s okay. Still got Bowker. 

 I originally thought the same, Perrie can lap the whole existing park in no time at all, but it's probably fine 

👌🏻 🐶 🐶 

Yeah noice! 

 I was just going to tag you 😝 

Cool!!! 

Yesssss 🙌🏻 🙌🏻 

It’s not currently a dog park? 🏻 

I wish they had a private section where you could pay $5-$10 to use a blocked off section for an hour or so. This 
would allow dogs who aren’t great with other dogs the chance to play off lead! But seems like a nice change for 

the area 😁 

can they puddle-proof the drinking fountain area?! 😂   

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156573572538734&set=p.10156573572538734&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156573572538734&set=p.10156573572538734&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156573572538734&set=p.10156573572538734&type=3

